Dutch Territory In Pennsylvania Beautiful Land

Lancaster, Pa. — The Pennsylvania Dutch countryside is wrapped in peace. A buggy moves slowly down a narrow backroad. In a field of red earth a man is planting by hand.

In a primitive way, this is rural America, 1954. For it is the land of the Plain People where time stands still. It's also beautiful country with good food.

Since the auto vacationer might miss many of the fascinating sights to be seen only on unmarked sideroads, a guided bus tour is a good America.

These days, but tours crisscross the nation from every direction. There's probably not a spot of historic or scenic interest that can't be reached by bus—with reservations, guide and chamber of commerce brochures included in overall price.

One of these tours is the weekend Pennsylvania Dutch trip. The $30.50 ticket covers roundtrip transportation from New York, hotel, tips and excursions through quaintly named little towns like Bird in Hand, Bareville, Intercourse and Paradise.